There is a widely held belief that humans isolate object boundaries in a scene before recognizing them. Analoogously, in machine vision it is frequently necessary to extract contours from an image since contours often form boundaries and so provide useful information for segmenting images into meaningful regions. There are two main approaches to the identification of object boundaries in an image. One approach is to extract uniform regions and then process them for their boundaries.
The alternate approach assumes that a series of edge points define the boundary.
The edge points are detected by sensing where the pixel value (intensity. colour or range) changes abruptly. These edge points are then linked into lines or contours.
The approach to the extraction of curved contours and boundaries described in this paper is based on organization of the edge point data. In contrast to many current methods. no heuristics or prior knowledge is assumed. The or~ini~~lti(~n LWS only the inf~~rmation present in the data itself and a set of perceptual grouping rules which are domain independent.
In contrast to most contour extraction techniques, which link edge points into contours directly without an intermediate representation, WC have adopted the strategy of forming an intermediate representation ot short line segments. This has two advantages:
firstly. it limits the use of domain specific knowledge at the early stages of visual data organization.
and secondly it reduces the amount of data to be processed at higher levels. The lack of a simple signal to symbol paradigm gives further support to the idea that an intermediate representation should be formed as a first step in finding a boundary representation of an image. Gtnerally, those intermediate representations which can be formed by local. independent and parallel processes. are preferred for early! visual processing, and indeed line segment detectors have been discovered in mammalian vision' and, for this reason incorporated by Mar?
in his well known raw primal sketch. Marr argued that line segments may be grouped together in two ways to form higher order features.
In thetaaggregatron, a set of similarly oriented lint segments are grouped to form a curve in a direction which differs from the intrinsic ~~rientati~~ll of line segments. In curvilinear aggregation, the line segments are grouped in such a way that the assembled contours preserve the orientation of segments. Clearly, there are limitations to the use of lint segments, since they form only a piecewise representation of any curve of second order or above. They will not be suitable for boundaries with sharp edges, or with fine detail. However, we contend that there are a large number of cases where either the boundaries are sufficiently smooth, or the detail required by the extraction process is not great, and consequently our method is applicable.
For cases where fine detail is required.
the method could still be applied at a higher resolution.
The line segment representation is formed at different resolutions by grouping edge points in different sized image windows.
Each window is inde~end~~lt. and can therefore be processed in parallel. The grouping is directed by employing the laws of perceptual organization which provide an effective method of 02h2-8X56/92/002077-I I? 0 1992 Butter-worth-Heinemann L.td vot IO no 2 murch I(192 77 identifying weak but significant edge points for line extraction. It is easy to perform these processes on a local basis and they are highly effective in filtering out noisy edges irrespective of their strength. When the line segments have been obtained, they are grouped hierarchically using a pyramid structure to form curved contours.
DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO CONTOUR EXTRACTION
In most cases, contour extraction methods incorporate some sort of knowledge into the grouping operations which map edge points into contours. This can be in the form of prior knowledge about the feature being extracted or, if little is known, by heuristics which are true for most domains. The use of both prior knowledge or heuristics limits the appii~~bility of the method.
Extraction of line segments
The problem of line extraction has been worked on since the early days of scene analysis. Roberts" linked edge points into straight segments locally in a 4 X4 window. He eliminated edge points due to noise by ignoring those which did not have at least one neighbour with a direction within a fixed tolerance.
The Hough transform has been the most widely used method of straight line extraction. It was originally developed for grouping features into simple geometric lines and curves, but more recently has been generalized and can be implemented to group two or threedimensional features4. There are a number or paramete~zation schemes deveoped for implementing the Hough transform to identify straight lines. Most widely used in the angle-radius parameterization, where a line is defined by p, the shortest distance of line from the origin and 0, the angle of its norma15. This method does, however, have some drawbacks; in particular, there is a difficulty in selecting an optimal quantization of the parameter space. In raster images, a linear quantization implies differing numbers of pixels in each division, and hence the resolution of lines for a given quantization changes with p and 6.
Wallace' has proposed an alternative parametrization in which the lines are represented by two points on the opposite ends of image boundary. The main advantages of this parameter space are the constant line resolution throughout the image space and the ease with which feature points voting for a line within the parameter Space can be determined.
Furthermore, sidelobes' and bias" inherent in the original Hough transform can be reduced by deciding which feature point votes for which line within the parameter space. We have adopted the Wallace parameterization in our algorithm.
Hough techniques, in their basic form are domain independent, and this gives them great appli~abiiity. There have been cases where heuristics have been applied. For example, O'Gorman and Clowes" tried to improve the Hough transform for line detection by using the gradient direction to filter edge points for a line in a given direction. Their grouping process is based on collinearity but rejects the principle of thetaaggregation advocated by Marr'. Consequently, it will work well in the specific domain where straight lines are an intrinsic feature of the image, for example in engineering drawings. However, their transform will be less suitable for our domain, where line segments are a piecewise approximation to a curved boundary, or in shaded images, where lines can be formed displaying theta aggregation.
Weiss and Boldt" used geometric grouping to form long straight lines. They connected together short line segments, using grouping which is essentially based on collinearity, though they did also check that the segments were similar in contrast.
In most cases, the Hough transform uses the edge point magnitudes. As an alternative, the use of edge orientation the initial organization of image data has recently been advocated by Burns et a/' '. Their line extraction algorithm involves grouping of pixels into line support regions based on the similarity of edge orientation. The lines are extracted from each region by fitting a plane to the intensity surface of the region.
Curve detection
There are two main categories of curve detection, global and local. Many of the global curve detection techniques are based on graph search methods where the edges are viewed as the nodes of a graph, and a cost factor is associated with each link between nodes'*. The minimum cost paths in the graph are taken to correspond to the desired boundaries. Heuristics have been applied to the search by Ramer'" (and others). Although this was basically a global method, an intermediate organization based on streaks was used. The techniques using global criteria are difficult to implement in parallel. They also become computationally expensive when the amount of edge data is large.
Kelly I4 originated the concept of multi-resolution processing for contour extraction by employing coarse to fine planning. The edge pyramids are also used to extract boundaries of objects'". A pyramid is constructed by reducing the resolution of the image at successive levels, and then edge detectors are applied at each level. The edges between adjacent levels and at the same level are linked using proximity and orientation. The extraction of straight lines and smooth curves has also been carried out by using an overlapped pyramid structure .
" In this method the curves are fed into the appropriate levels of the pyramid. The contours are approximated by line segments and at each level segments from the level below are combined using local position, curvature and direction. The main criterion used for detecting compatibility between contour ends is not general and it depends on the radius of a circle which they tried to fit between points. Princen et al" also have exploited of hierarchies in line extraction.
PERCEPTUAL GROUPING
One of the most obvious and interesting facts of human visual perception is that it is almost always organized.
The important part of this organization is the division of the visual field into two parts, figure and ground.
The figure usually appears to be nearer than the ground which is extended uniformly behind the figure. The parts of a scene may correspond to objects already seen, but normally it is impossible to see the same object in the same configuration, illumination and from the same perspective in space more than once. This means that humans must be able to partition a scene into coherent, organized and independently recognizable entities without complete prior knowledge.
Laws of organization
The main question is how humans partition the scene into independent
parts without knowing what might be present. The Gestalt psychologists argue that it reflects the basic and innate functioning of the human visual system. Their fundamental principles of perceptual organization are a set of generic criteria which underlie the procedures discovered by nature for partitioning the visual field. One of the earliest and intuitively most acceptable collection of such laws were proposed by Wertheimer".
These laws The Law of Proximity: the stimulus elements which are closer tend to be percieved as one entity. It wili be observed that the closer elements in Figure This effect is shown in Figure If . The Law of Common Fate: if a group of elements are moving with a uniform velocity through a field of similar elements, the moving elements are perceived as part of a coherent group.
Perceptual grouping criteria
The laws of organization can be utilized to group image data. Among them, proximity, connectivity and similarity in orientati(~n, contrast and intensity have been used both for aggregating edge points into significant line segments and linking line segments for form contours. These grouping criteria seem very simple and ordinary, but to date their strength has not been exploited effectively and completely for segmenting images. The likelihood of a line or contour structure, due to noise or some other accidental phenomenon, decreases with its consistency under the different laws of perceptual grouping. For this reason, these grouping criteria can be used to filter features due to noise and to identify weak but significant edge points and line segments. There are, however, two problems in using these aggregation methods.
One is the lack of an effective implementation, and the other is the problem of combining the results when different criteria give diffferent results.
The grouping based on spatial proximity has been used extensively in many clustering problems. The performance of proximity grouping depends on the accurate localization of edge points and line segments. Those edge points are grouped which are closer and lie on the straight line. In the case of line segments, proximity is explicitly defined by the distance between their end points for curvilinear aggregation and perpendicular distance between parallel lines for thetaaggregation.
Connectivity is an important image relation since it is preserved over all possible viewpoints. Those edge points are grouped which are connected to each other on a straight line. When no distance tolerance is allowed for proximity grouping, the connectivity is automatically observed. Similarity is another important principle for grouping edge points and line segments. Similarity in contrast can be used to filter out noisy edge points and line segments, irrespective of their strength, and to recover useful lines and contours. The probability of recovering a significant line or contour increases with the similarity in contrast within a small neighbourhood.
Alternatively, similarity in intensity can be used rather than contrast.
Theoretically, it should prevent the line segment from crossing over between the background and foreground sides of the boundaries. Orientation based grouping is the most effective and widely used criterion for line and contour extraction.
Since in this case we are aiming to extract straight line segments which form a good piece-wise approximation to a curve, it is not sufficient to group those edge points of common orientation". Instead a slow drift in the orientation is allowed from one edge point to the neighbouring edge point on the line. This slow change in edge orientation, moving along a curved boundary is illustrated in Figure 2 . The perceptual relationship formed by orientation grouping with slow drift proves to be more stable and regular for extracting contours due to curved surfaces. The results on artificial and endoscopic colon images, which are presented later, support this claim. In curvilinear aggregation of line segments, only those line segments whose orientation is roughly collinear with the contour directions are grouped.
In the general case, the aggregation on the basis of similarity in edge orientation is allowed whether the change in intensity is normal to the line segment or not. This is equivalent to Marr's principle of theta-aggregation for line segment grouping. For contour extraction this principle groups bar-like features on the basis of parallelism and collinear displacements. Assuming that the edges are very short segments having directions, theta-aggregation can also be used to recover significant lines. It has been observed that it recovers those significant line segments which are generally missed. The theta-aggregation principle can also be combined with curvilinearity and orientation 
CONTOUR EXTRACTION
The laws of perceptual grouping are domain independent; however, their implementation will depend to some degree on the size of features that are being extracted.
For example, the size of line segments used as an intermediate representation will vary, depending on the detail in the boundary contours that are to be represented.
We now describe our procedure intended for one class of medical images, in which an image window size, of about 8x8 pixels was appropriate for line extraction.
This choice in turn influenced the other parameters of the algorithm. A full discussion on these parameters follows the algorithm.
The two main components of the contour extraction method are the detection of line segments and the aggregation of line segments into contours.
Line segment detection
The extraction of line segments consists of edge detection and grouping of edge points. The edge data is processed to extract line segments through two different size window channels (4 x 4 and 8 X 8). The main assumption is that in each window there can only be one significant line segment. The different steps involved in the grouping process are as follows.
Edge points are detected using a simple edge detector (e.g. Sobel").
Since orientation is a significant Firstly, connectivity grouping is performed. The edge points which are not part of the largest cluster are dropped from the voting strength of the particular line being filtered.
The connectivity of edge points is ensured by not allowing any gap between adjacent points on the line. If the number of edge points in the largest cluster drops below the threshold for minimum votes Vmin, it is assumed that the selected line segment is not significant, and further processing is aborted for that particular line. Connectivity grouping in this case is similar to proximity grouping which is based on the Euclidean distance between each voting edge. In the case where the window is small it is not necessary to have a separate test for proximity.
Once the continuity filter has been applied, two further alternative grouping processes are applied.
The first is edge orientation grouping. A slow drift in orientation is allowed by computing the difference of orientation for each pair of adjacent edge points. This is equivalent to differentiating the orientation with respect to distance or calculating curvature along the curved line segment. The edges are partitioned in such a way that each partition consists of those edge points whose orientation change it within a tolerance 68. The edge count for the largest partition is then taken as the voting strength of that line and is compared with Vmin to test for the significance of line. If the count is less than Vmin, the selected line does not qualify as a significant line based on orientation grouping. The other perceptual filter is based on contrast and intensity grouping. the edge points whose contrast and intensity are within their respective tolerances are grouped.
The edge contrast tolerance 6C compensates for errors in edge magnitude computation, while intensity tolerance 61 helps to overcome errors due to quantization in grey-levels. Similar to the orientation grouping process, only edge points in the largest cluster are retained in the vote for a particular line. If no significant line remains in a particular image window following either contrast and intensity or orientation filtering, it is assumed that no useful line segment is present in that window. When more than one line qualifies in one or both grouping processes, a choice is made as follows:
Preference is given to orientation grouping and if more than one line qualifies, the line with maximum number of votes is selected. Preference can also be given to that line whose direction is normal to the edge orientation. If orientation grouping fails to identify a line in a given window then the lines are tested solely on the basis of CT-Grouping.
The above steps only describe the line detection process in principle.
In the detailed implementation, greater efficiency can be achieved. For a sequential implementation, contrast and intensity grouping is only required when orientation grouping fails. Alternatively, the above procedures can be implemented using parallel processing for the individual grouping criteria. and each node has four parents and sixteen children, as shown in Figure 4 . For nodes at the first level above the line segment nodes, three neighbours are considered for linking lines to form a contour segment.
From line segments to contours
One neighbour is in the prior grouping direction, and the other two are its left and right side neighbours.
Initially, the grouping direction is approximated from line segment orientation. For example, as shown in Figure 5 , if the grouping direction is NE, then three neighbours considered are in the N, NE and E directions, and for the N direction the three neighbours are NE, N and NW. The grouping operation is carried out by each parent using the line data supplied by its 16 children as follows. If there is no line segment in the central 2 x 2 block, then either no contour exists in the image area corresponding to that node, or some portion of the contour is missing. Support for the missing portion of contour segment is sought from the bottom level line data. If no contour segment is found, a no-contour flag is passed to its parents.
If one or more line segments exist in the central block then for every line segment, the possibility of grouping it with the neighbouring line segments is checked. Two line segments are grouped if they are parallel and located within a pre-defined distance D,;,,, or if their directions are at the most 45" apart and their end points are within the pre-defined distance threshold D,,,. The central block line segments are kept as a contour segment along with its tangent directions at both ends. All the contour segments information is passed on to the parents for further grouping. This information also includes the identification tag for those neighbours which are in the outer block, and have been identified as part of that particular contour segment.
For all the nodes at higher levels, the contour segments from the central block children are tested for grouping among themselves or with the outer 12 children. This process proceeds as follows. For every central contour segment, the possibility of grouping it with neighbouring segments is checked. Two contour segments are grouped if their respective ends are within a pre-defined distance D,;,,, their end directions (tangents) are compatible and the neighbouring line segments of both contours follow at least one of the grouping criteria (theta-aggregation or curvilinearity). The same process is repeated for the resulting contours until there are no more grouping possibilities.
From the resulting groups the central children contour segments are merged into longer contours by making a single group of line segments, and by modifying the end tangent directions. The information about the outer children which are part of the larger group is passed on to the parent along with the merged contour. image und elision computing pass on these completed contours to their parents until the root is reached. At the root level, the length of all the contours is checked and only those with length longer than a threshold CL,,,, are retained. During the grouping process, thinning can also be performed to eliminate those line segments which are parallel to the contour segments and located within a pre-defined distance. An additional step for filling the gaps can also be added, where the edge point data can be used for merging closer contours.
At this stage, the knowledge about the shape and size of contours can also be exploited to achieve better results.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the technique was analysed by testing it on both endoscopic and computer generated images. In many applications of image analysis, noise is present in the digitized images, and medical images have typically a great degree of noise. This means that to obtain meaningful results, segmentation algorithms must be tailored for the application. Although the contour extraction algorithm was developed primarily as part of a contour detector for endoscopic colon images", it is expected that it will prove to be of much wider applicability.
The colon images were digitized using 256 grey levels from a video tape of colonoscopy procedures. There a b
Figure 7. (a) Artificial image; (h) output of Sobel edge detector
are a number of sources of noise in them which include but are not limited to variable specular reflection, texture and different types of matter in the colon. The magnetic media left the additional noise in the digitized images due to the process of recording.
The algorithms were also tested on artificial images which were constructed with a varying amount of known random noise, expressed as a percentage of the average signal level. The results on one colon and one of the artificial images containing *22% noise are presented here.
The images along with their Sobel edge detector outputs are shown in Figures 6 and 7 .
The outputs The orientation grouping performs comfortably well for a large range of noise, but its performance deteriorates with the increase in noise. The edge point grouping based on edge contrast and pixel intensity provides better results for small amounts of noise, but the overall results become poorer as the noise increases.
The line extraction method based on the O'Gorman and Clowes method has also been implemented and applied to the same images. Their method only groups those edge points whose orientation is perpendicular to the line segment direction. The line segments of curved contours are difficult to extract in this way, and as high tolerance between the line normal and edge orientation is required for extracting all the useful line segments, which may in turn produce line segments due to noise. The method is optimized by increasing the tolerance between the edge orientation and the line normal direction from It5" to +25". The maximum tolerance is that beyond which the line segments due to noise start appearing in the output. Figures 8b and 9b shows the optimum results for line segments extracted by the O'Gorman and Clowes method.
The method misses more than 50% of the useful contour segments compared to the orientation grouping based on slow drift and theta-aggregation (see Figures  8a and 9a ). The amount of noise filtering achieved by the perceptual grouping can be estimated Table  I . It is easy to see that the perceptual grouping of edge points reduces the amout of line data almost to 50% without losing useful line structures.
Another interesting feature is that orientation grouping covers more than 90% of the line structures. This is all due to the introduction of slow drift in orientation and thetaaggregation.
Without this, the O'Gorman and Clowes technique is unable to extract comparable line segments.
The line segment representation formed already is ted to the pyramid structure for the formation of The grouped line segments for contours are shown in Figure 13 . These groups have been formed in a single pass by travelling from the bottom level of the pyramid to the top. The longer lines which are based on an 8 x 8 image window, are dominant in these groups because the 4 x 4 window based lines (shown as thicker lines) are only used for filling the gaps. The groups of line segments are then replaced by contours which are shown in Figure 14 .
Selection of thresholds
The grouping algorithms described above use a number of thresholds at various steps, and the reader may wonder about the selection of these thresholds and their sensitivity.
In practice, they can be optimized by experimental results on a large number of images for a particular domain. However, experimentation demonstrated that the contour extraction method is robust to these choices and works well on widely different images without changing thresholds.
The effects and the bases for these choices are now discussed. The amplitude of response from an edge operator is a function of edge magnitude, its orientation and its distance from the centre of the operator. Edge removal on the basis of edge strength also removes the low amplitude, perceptually significant edges. The edge threshold used is intended only to remove low accuracy edge points. It can therefore be set for the whole image.
The threshold is set at six for computer generated images (depending on the amount of noise), and 18 for endoscopic colon images.
The choice of maximum number of lines (L,,,) retained from the original Hough transform and the minimum number of votes (V,in) required for each line both depend on the image window size and the amount of maximum background noise in the image. The maximum number of lines selected is taken as the image window side. The minimum number of votes V,,,;,, is also affected by the amount of overlapping of the windows and the tight control on the grouping principles.
The minimum votes for qualifying as a significant line is chosen as the window side minus the overlap size (eight and four for 12 x 12 and 6 x 6 windows respectively). The tolerance threshold for orientation 68 determines the limits on the curvature of contours to be extracted. The orientation tolerance is easy to estimate from the psychological studies which demonstrate how much tolerance humans allow in orientation when they group similar oriented patterns. The line data organization in the visual cortex can also be used as a clue in the selection or orientation tolerance. The cortical table' suggests that the maximum orientation resolution for line segments is lo". The choice of 8" to 12" tolerance is influenced by all of these factors and has achieved good results.
The grouping thresholds 6C and 61 for edge contrast and pixel intensity produce stable results over a wide range of scene illumination.
The stability improves when both grouping criteria are employed together.
The pixel intensity threshold is affected considerably by the errors in edge localization, while for edge contrast a small variation changes the results considerably.
For both 6C and 61 the tolerance is fixed at three.
The proximity grouping threshold for line segments (DmaX), is used as eight pixels for 8 X 8 window line segments and four pixels for 4X4 lines. When the line end points (for curvilinear aggregation) or lines themselves (for theta-aggregation) are separated more than D,,,, they are not grouped. Only those contours are retained whose length is greater than a threshold ('&,,I,,> which is chosen to be at least four line segments. 
